
HP Select 75 Backpack - 40,6 cm (16")
Sporty style. Shielding protection. Stellar storage

You're looking good. Sharp threads. Flawless hair. Rad shoes. But, don't stop there. Grab the phenom HP
Select 75 Backpack - 40,6 cm (16") to finish your awesome look. It's the expert combination of street cred
style, choice protection and generous storage.
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Absolute style
Cool and current, chill and casual. Its performance-focused style works triple time. Carry
it to school. Tote it to work. Pack it full of gear for on and off the field. It's always the
perfect accessory for any adventure.

Bankable protection
Trust this HP backpack to protect and secure your valuables. Strategically placed padding
safeguards from bangs and bumps. Water-resistant exterior blocks rain and snow. The
cushioned bottom eases the impact of drops and jolts.

Expansive storage
Stuff it to capacity. The HP Select 75 Backpack - 40,6 cm (16") is the clear-cut choice for
packing all your essentials: 11 pockets, including a dedicated notebook section,
clutter-free organization panel, gear loops & 2 exterior side pockets.

Stain protection
This white stays clean and bright. It's specially treated with a dirt-resistant coating that
protects it from stains.

Compatibility Fits notebooks up to 40,6 cm (16") diagonal screen size

Dimensions Out of package: 360 x 160 x 455 mm
Packed: 360 x 160 x 455 mm

Weight Out of Package: 0.621 kg
Packed: 0.63 kg

Warranty 1 year limited warranty

Additional information P/N: H4J95AA #ABB
UPC/EAN code: 887111387691

Country of Origin China

What's in the box Backpack


